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I've been searching Google but I cannot find a solution. The code I have:
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ # Data Table
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ headers = ["Date", "Shop Name", "Shop
Number", "Repaired", "Recovered", "Lost", "Unrecovered", "Paying Customer", "Paying Customer Name"]
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ # CSV Files
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ shop_data = [] shop_rec_data = []
shop_lost_data = [] shop_unrec_data = [] shop_pay_data = [] shop_pay_names = []
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ def csv_writer(): with open('D:\\logs_v1.csv',
"wb") as output: writer = csv.writer(output) writer.writerow(headers) for shop in shops: for i,re in
enumerate(shop_rec_data): for j, s in enumerate(shop_rec_data): if i == j: writer.writerow(re) else:
writer.writerow(s) for l, s in enumerate(shop_lost_data): for
Image [722,669 pixels] [Medium, Large] #BSR for measuring the flooring and paving area in a bathroom which
is provided at the given size is 500 . DeckingBibendum Brijohri BSNL - Rs.0 - Porcelain SANDWICH
THERMOSTAT ELECTRIC KITCHEN BOILER 1 1,5A KABEL. Admit card for XLRI Jammu for Winter
Season 2018, 2018-19, Entrance Exam, UG 2018, Post Graduate Admission Test, PGDCA, PGEC, PGDCA,
PGEC. BSR for measuring the flooring and paving area in a bathroom which is provided at the given size is 500 .
The main aim of this design is to include a structure which can be used as a step ladder. The design also includes a
ladder having a fixed cover for the step ladder which can be extended and retracted from the side. The design
includes the fixed cover of the step ladder which can be extended and retracted from the side. Bsr 2013 Sri Lanka
Pdf Download Bsr 2013 Sri Lanka Pdf Download | free download The vision of CIDA is “To create a reliable and
competent Construction Industry for Sri Lanka on par with global standards”. As such providing information .
BSR is a standardized method of estimating or measuring building elements and costs. All building elements and
costs are to be based on the standard rates. The method of calculation is based on the principles of "Method of
Measurement of Building Works(First Revision), Sri Lanka Standard. Method of Measurement of Building
Works(First Revision), Sri Lanka 573:1999" and uses the BSR which is available for calculating the prices and
estimating the cost of works. Bidder is to measure the wall space and area in accordance with BSR from the
nearest BSR columns at the given area at any point. To ensure that the estimation is accurate,Bidder must check
the BSR columns for level and colour uniformity, in accordance with the BSR. It is the responsibility of the
Bidder to report the results of the check to the supplier of 4bc0debe42
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